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5th year in the industry
- Marketing
- Human Resource
- Graphic Design



Noticeably more evolved
in the last year:

- Stories

- Albums

- More immersive shopping 

experience

- Direct messaging

- Live video



Rule of thirds

Important elements of your photo 
placed on a line or intersection 
imagined 9 part grid

- Helps you frame your shot

- More interesting composition



Best time to photograph

The Golden Hour

Pleasing feel

Long shadows



Simple lighting tricks:

- Avoid direct sunlight

- Shoot with your back to 

the sun

- Play with exposure level 

by tapping on screen

- Set HDR mode to AUTO

- Take photos in “bursts”



The “DON’TS” of social media photography:

- DON’T post politically
charged photos on your
business page

- DON’T post a persons photo
on social media without
their permission

- DON’T insist on posting
an employee’s picture on a
day they aren’t up for it

- DON’T forget to be aware
of the background
in your photos



- DO clean your lens 

- DO keep your photos simple and natural

- DO shoot from a low angle or another interesting angle

- DO aim to show depth in photos

- DO capture close detail in your photos

- DO include shadows for visual interest

- DO take silhouette and symmetry photos for drama

- DO photograph reflections

- DO have fun with all of this…your enjoyment of the       

process will show in your photos and posts

The “DO’S” of social media photography:



- DO get a social media
release form to employees

- DO encourage your team
to follow your page

- DO ask social media savvy
team members to provide
you content

- DO create social media
worthy spaces

- DO choose some favorite
photo editing apps to use

- DO follow Instagram’s blog
blog.instagram.com

More “DO’S” of social media photography:



Rendleman Orchards 
Instagram goals for 2018:
- Include more PEOPLE in my photos!

- Create a better mix in my content

- Hire a professional photographer to 
provide content

- Utilize a professional social media 
marketing firm to assist me with my 
strategy

- Attend a social media specific 
conference

- Identify social media influencers in my 
area and create an Influencers 
Agreement
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